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Abstract
ON THE THREE-SPACE PROPERTY:
NON-CONTAINMENT OF lp , 1 < p < oo,
OR co SUBSPACES
J. C . Díaz
The main result in this paper is the following: Let E be a Fréchet
space having a normable subspace X isomorphic to lp , 1 <_ p < oo,
or to co . Let F be a closed subspace of E. Then either F or E/F
has a subspace isomorphic to X.
In this paper we prove the following result : Let E be a Fréchet space
with a normable subspace X isomorphic to lp , 1 <_ p < oo or to co . Let
F be a closed subspace of E. Then either F or E/F contains a copy
of X, Le . we prove that "having no subspace isomorphic to lp for some
1 < p < oo, or to co" is a three-space property.
We recall that a certain property (P) is said to be a three-space prop-
erty for hréchet spaces if whenever E is a Réchet space and F is a closed
subspace of E such that both F and E/F enjoy (P) then E also has the
property (P) .
Many authors have been concerned with studying whether the usual
locally convex properties are or not three-space properties, e.g. the three-
space problem has a positive answer for the following properties :
(i) being "Montel", "nuclear", "quasinormable", "reflexive" (see
[12]) ;
(ü) "being a quojection", "having a continuous norm" (cf . [10]) ;
(iii) "(DN)", «(9)  ([14], [15]) .
On the other hand it has a negative answer for the following ones :
(i) "being a product of Banach spaces" ([10]) ;
(ü) "having an unconditional basis" (see [6] for Banach spaces, [9]
and [111 for nuclear spaces . Also see [8, 1.b and 1.g] for related
results) ;
(iii) "being distinguished", "having the density condition" ([2]) .
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Diestel (see [3, lemma 8 and note]) has already proved that "having no
subspace isomorphic to 1 1 " is a there-space property for Banach spaces .
The proof quoted there is heavily based on the RosenthaPs l1-theorem so
we need a quite different approach to establish the general case . Indeed
we first obtain a result en stability of basic sequences (proposition 2)
that could be of independent interest . As a consequence we give an
extension to FYéchet spaces of a theorem of Rosenthal en sums of totally
incomparable Banach spaces ; this is done in proposition 4 from where
our theorem follows .
Throughout this note, given a FYéchet space E we denote by (Vk)kEN
a basis of absolutely convex and closed 0-neighbourhoods, with Vk+1 C
Vk(k E N), moreover (11 - Ilk)kEN denotes the sequence of associated semi-
norms .
The next lemma can be readily checked . (B(1,,) denotes the closed
unit ball of h) .
l . Lemma. Let (yn),EN be an absolutely summing sequence in a
Fréchet space E (i.e . Enw=1 11yn1ik < oe, `d k E N) . Then the set
{r_n 1 bnyn; b = (bn) E B(h)} is relatively compact.
We first need a result on stability of basic sequences .
Let (xn)nEN be a basic sequence in a FYéchet space E, set F :_
sp{xn ; n E N} and denote by (fn)nE1q the sequence of associated co-
efficient functionals (Le . fn E F' and fn (x,,) = Sn,,, for all n, m E N) .
By a result of Weill (xn),EN is bounded away from zero (Le there is a
continuous seminorm p(.) on E such that inf{P(xn) ; n E N} > 0) if and
only if (fn)nEN is equicontinuous . By Hahn-Banach we can extend fn to
E such that the sequence of extensions (fn),EN is still equicontinuous in
E' . From now en if (xn)IEN is a bounded away from zero basic sequence
in E, then (fa)nEN denotes the (equicontinuous) extension to E of the
sequence of coeficient functionals .
2 . Proposition . Let (xn)nEN be a bounded away from zero basic
sequence in a Fréchet space E . Let ko E N such that fñ E Vk,, . Let
(yn)nEN be a sequence in E such that E~1 Ilyn - xnllk < oo for every
k E N and J:,ñ1 llyn - xn¡¡ko = P < 1 . Then (yn),EN is a basic sequence
equivalent to (xn)nEN "
Proof. We define
T :E---,E, x~Efñ(x)(yn-xn) .
n=1
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Our aim is to show that T +I is an isomorphism from E onto E where
I denotes the identity map. To do this we shall use the next Riesz's the-
orem (cf. [7, p . 207]) : Let E be a linear topological space and T a con-
tinuous linear mapping of E into itself that maps some 0-neighbourhood
into a compact set. (Such an operator is termed completely continuous
in [7] and compact in some other texts, e.g . see [5] .) Then a non-zero
scalar A is not an eigenvalue ofT if and only ifT - AI is an isomorphism
from E onto E.
It is obvious that T is well defined, moreover for every k E N we have
00 00
E fn(x)(yn - xn) < IIxIIko ~E llyn - xnJIk)
n=1 ~~k n-1
whence T is continuous . By lemma 1 and by using once more that
fn E Vk0o (n E N) we have that T(Vko) is relatively compact . Our claim
is proved if we show that T - (-I) is injective (Le . A = -1 is not an
eigenvalue of T) . Indeed, let x E E such that
00
IIxIIko <- fn(x)(yn - xn) +x + fn(x)(yn -
xn.)I
<
kon=1 I I n=1 ko
00
<_ 1: Ifn(x)I Ilyn -xnlIko :5 PIIXIIko < IIxIIko-
00
T+I(x)=~fn(x)(yn-xn)+x=0.
n=1
Two cases can happen : (i) fá (x) = 0, `d n E N. Then x is obviously equal
to 0 . (ii) 3n E N such that fn(x) :~ 0 . Then IIxIIk o > 0 and we have a
contradiction since
Therefore T + I is an isomorphism . We conclude by noting that T +
I(xn) = yn for every n E N.
3 . Remark. We have been inspired by the paper [16] of Weill where
he shows a similar result for bases instead of basic sequences . Our proof is
simpler since we just prove that we need . However, following step by step
the proof of Weill and bearing in mind the technique of our proposition
2, one can check the next stronger result : Let (xn)nEN and (fn)nEI`~ be
as in the statement of Proposition 2. Let (yn)nEN be a sequence in E
such that the series En`=1(xn - yn) is unconditionally convergent and
En'=1 llyn - xnlIko = p < 1 . Then (yn)nEN is a basic sequence equivalent
to (xn)nEN .
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The second preliminary result is an extension to Fréchet spaces of
a well known theorem of Rosenthal [13] . (We must observe that our
proposition below is a particular case of [4, Theorem 4.1] but we prefer
to sketch a proof which is similar to the one of Rosenthal) . Let us recall
that two Fréchet spaces E and F are said to be totally incomparable if
no infinite dimensional subspace of E is isomorphic to any subspace of
F.
4. Proposition . Let E be a Fréchet space. Let F and X be totally
incomparable subspaces of E such that X is normable . Then F+X is
closed in E.
Proof. Fix II - II a norm defining the topology of X and (II - IIk)kEN
a sequence of seminorms defining the topology of E. Our hypothesis
implies that F f1 X is finite dimensional whence we may assume that
F f1 X = {0} . Suppose that F+X is not closed . This is the same as to
say that the operator
J : X x F --> E, (x, y) ---> x - y,
is not open onto its image, Le . there is k E N such that J({(x, y) ; ~IxII +
IIYI¡k G 1}) is nota 0-neighbourhood in X+F or equivalently the origin
is a cluster point of {x - y ; x E X, y E F, IIXII + ¡yjIk = 1} . It is readily
checked that this is equivalent to the fact that there is p > 0 such that
(1) 0E{x- y;xEX,yEF,IIXII=1, ¡yjIk<p} .
Now the proof becomes very similar to the one of Rosenthal and we just
give some details . We assume that X is separable and choose a linear
isometry T : X ----> C([0, 1]) . Let (zn),Erq be a basis for C([0,1]) and
(zv* ),EN the sequence of associated coefcient functionals . On account
of (1), we take as in [13] a sequence (xn)nEN C X, with IIxnll = 1 for
every n E N, such that z2 (T(xn )) = 0 for every i, 1 < i < n, and
(2) inf{Ilxn - Ylln ; y E F} < 1/2n .
From [8, l .a] (xn)nEN has a subsequence (xo(n))nEN such that
(T(xo(n)))nEN, and thus (xo(n))nEN5 is a basic sequence (bounded away
from zero by construction) . We use (2) to select yo(n) such that
Ilxo(n) - yo(n) ¡la(,,) <- 2-a(n) (n E N) . To finish it is obvious that we can
choose a subsequence of (xo(n))nEN satisfying the hypotheses of Propo-
sition 2 . Therefore X and F contain isomorphic subspaces, a contradic-
tion .
5 . Remark. The next particular and simple case of Proposition 4
has been observed in [1] : Let E be a Fréchet space and let F and X be
closed subspaces of E such that F is Montel and X is normable . Then
F+X is closed in E.
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6. Lemma. Let E be a Fréchet space . Let F and G be subspaces of
E such that F n G = {0} and F + G is closed in E. Then the quotient
mapping 7r : E ---> E/F -restricted to G is an isomorphism onto 7r(G)-
7 . Theorem . Let E be a Fréchet space having a normable subspace
X isomorphic to lp for some 1 <_ p < oo, or to ca . Let F be a closed
subspace of E. Then either F or E/F has a subspace isomorphic to X.
Proof. Assume that F has no copy of X. Let us note that every closed
subspace of X contains a subspace isomorphic to X (e.g . see [8, 2.a .2]) .
Therefore F can not Nave any infinite dimensional subspace of X, hence
F and X are totally incomparable . By proposition 4, F + X is closed in
E . Moreover, by removing a finite dimensional subspace if it is necessary
we can assume that F n X = {0} . We then aply lemma 6 to conclude
that E/F has a subspace isomorphic to X.
Finally we observe that with the same proof of theorem 7 (and by the
remark 5) we obtain the next result : Let E be a Fréchet space and let F
and X be closed subspaces of E such that F is Montel and X is normable .
Then E/F has a subspace isomorphic to a finite-codimensional subspace
ofX.
I thank Professor Bonet for reading and improving the manuscript .
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